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Figure 1: The proposed method can successfully inpaint large regions and works well with a wide range of images, including
those with complex repetitive structures. The method generalizes to high-resolution images, while trained only in low 256×
256 resolution.

Abstract
Modern image inpainting systems, despite the significant

progress, often struggle with large missing areas, complex
geometric structures, and high-resolution images. We find
that one of the main reasons for that is the lack of an ef-
fective receptive field in both the inpainting network and
the loss function. To alleviate this issue, we propose a
new method called large mask inpainting (LaMa). LaMa is
based on i) a new inpainting network architecture that uses
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fast Fourier convolutions (FFCs), which have the image-
wide receptive field; ii) a high receptive field perceptual
loss; iii) large training masks, which unlocks the potential
of the first two components. Our inpainting network im-
proves the state-of-the-art across a range of datasets and
achieves excellent performance even in challenging scenar-
ios, e.g. completion of periodic structures. Our model gen-
eralizes surprisingly well to resolutions that are higher than
those seen at train time, and achieves this at lower param-
eter&time costs than the competitive baselines. The code is
available at https://github.com/saic-mdal/lama.
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1. Introduction
The solution to the image inpainting problem—realistic

filling of missing parts—requires both to “understand“
large-scale structure of natural images and to perform image
synthesis. The subject has been studied in pre-deep learning
era [1, 5, 13], and the progress accelerated in recent years
through the use of deep and wide neural networks [26, 30,
25] and adversarial learning [34, 18, 56, 44, 57, 32, 54, 61].

The usual practice is to train inpainting systems on a
large automatically generated dataset, created by randomly
masking real images. It’s common to use complicated
two-stage models with intermediate predictions, such as
smoothed images [27, 54, 61], edges [32, 48], and segmen-
tation maps [44]. In this work, we achieve state-of-the-art
results with a simple single-stage network.

A large effective receptive field [29] is essential for un-
derstanding the global structure of an image and hence solv-
ing the inpainting problem. Moreover, in the case of a large
mask, an even large yet limited receptive field may not be
enough to access information necessary for generating a
quality inpainting. We notice that popular convolutional ar-
chitectures might lack a sufficiently large effective receptive
field. We carefully intervene into each component of the
system to alleviate the problem and to unlock the potential
of the single-stage solution. Specifically:

i) We propose an inpainting network based on recently
developed fast Fourier convolutions (FFCs) [4]. FFCs al-
low for a receptive field that covers an entire image even in
the early layers of the network. We show that this property
of FFCs improves both perceptual quality and parameter ef-
ficiency of the network. Interestingly, the inductive bias of
FFC allows the network to generalize to high resolutions
that are never seen during training (Figure 5, Figure 6). This
finding brings significant practical benefits, as less training
data and computations are needed.

ii) We propose the use of the perceptual loss [20] based
on a semantic segmentation network with a high receptive
field. This leans upon the observation that the insufficient
receptive field impairs not only the inpainting network, but
also the perceptual loss. Our loss promotes the consistency
of global structures and shapes.

iii) We introduce an aggressive strategy for training mask
generation, to unlock the potential of a high receptive field
of the first two components. The procedure produces wide
and large masks, which force the network to fully exploit
the high receptive field of the model and the loss function.

This leads us to large mask inpainting (LaMa)—a novel
single-stage image inpainting system. The main compo-
nents of LaMa are the high receptive field architecture (i),
with the high receptive field loss function (ii), and the ag-
gressive algorithm of training masks generation (iii). We
meticulously compare LaMa with state-of-the-art baselines
and analyze the influence of each proposed component.

Through evaluation, we find that LaMa can generalize to
high-resolution images after training only on low-resolution
data. LaMa can capture and generate complex periodic
structures, and is robust to large masks. Furthermore, this
is achieved with significantly less trainable parameters and
inference time costs compared to competitive baselines.

2. Method
Our goal is to inpaint a color image x masked by a

binary mask of unknown pixels m, the masked image is
denoted as x ⊙ m. The mask m is stacked with the
masked image x ⊙ m, resulting in a four-channel input
tensor x′ = stack(x ⊙ m,m). We use a feed-forward
inpainting network fθ(·), that we also refer to as genera-
tor. Taking x′, the inpainting network processes the input
in a fully-convolutional manner, and produces an inpainted
three-channel color image x̂ = fθ(x

′) . The training is per-
formed on a dataset of (image, mask) pairs obtained from
real images and synthetically generated masks.

2.1. Global context within early layers

In challenging cases, e.g. filling of large masks, the gen-
eration of proper inpainting requires to consider global con-
text. Thus, we argue that a good architecture should have
units with as wide-as-possible receptive field as early as
possible in the pipeline. The conventional fully convolu-
tional models, e.g. ResNet [14], suffer from slow growth of
effective receptive field [29]. Receptive field might be insuf-
ficient, especially in the early layers of the network, due to
the typically small (e.g. 3× 3) convolutional kernels. Thus,
many layers in the network will be lacking global context
and will waste computations and parameters to create one.
For wide masks, the whole receptive field of a generator
at the specific position may be inside the mask, thus ob-
serving only missing pixels. The issue becomes especially
pronounced for high-resolution images.

Fast Fourier convolution (FFC) [4] is the recently
proposed operator that allows to use global context in
early layers. FFC is based on a channel-wise fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [2] and has a receptive field that covers
the entire image. FFC splits channels into two parallel
branches: i) local branch uses conventional convolutions,
and ii) global branch uses real FFT to account for global
context. Real FFT can be applied only to real valued sig-
nals, and inverse real FFT ensures that the output is real
valued. Real FFT uses only half of the spectrum compared
to the FFT. Specifically, FFC makes following steps:

a) applies Real FFT2d to an input tensor

Real FFT2d : RH×W×C → CH×W
2 ×C ,

and concatenates real and imaginary parts

ComplexToReal : CH×W
2 ×C → RH×W

2 ×2C ;
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Figure 2: The scheme of the proposed method for large-mask inpainting (LaMa). LaMa is based on a feed-forward ResNet-
like inpainting network that use: recently proposed fast Fourier convolution (FFC) [4], a multi-component loss that combines
adversarial loss and a high receptive field perceptual loss, and a training-time large masks generation procedure.

b) applies a convolution block in the frequency domain

ReLU ◦ BN ◦ Conv1×1 : RH×W
2 ×2C → RH×W

2 ×2C ;

c) applies inverse transform to recover a spatial structure

RealToComplex : RH×W
2 ×2C → CH×W

2 ×C ,

Inverse Real FFT2d : CH×W
2 ×C → RH×W×C .

Finally, the outputs of the local (i) and global (ii) branches
are fused together. The illustration of FFC is available in
Figure 2.

The power of FFCs FFCs are fully differentiable and
easy-to-use drop-in replacement for conventional convolu-
tions. Due to the image-wide receptive field, FFCs allow
the generator to account for the global context starting from
the early layers, which is crucial for high-resolution image
inpainting. This also leads to better efficiency: trainable pa-
rameters can be used for reasoning and generation instead
of “waiting” for a propagation of information.

We show that FFCs are well suited to capture periodic
structures, which are common in human-made environ-
ments, e.g. bricks, ladders, windows, etc (Figure 4). Inter-
estingly, sharing the same convolutions across all frequen-
cies shifts the model towards scale equivariance [4] (Fig-
ures 5, 6).

2.2. Loss functions

The inpainting problem is inherently ambiguous. There
could be many plausible fillings for the same missing areas,
especially when the “holes” become wider. We will discuss
the components of the proposed loss, that together allow to
handle the complex nature of the problem.

2.2.1 High receptive field perceptual loss

Naive supervised losses require the generator to reconstruct
the ground truth precisely. However, the visible parts of the
image often do not contain enough information for the exact
reconstruction of the masked part. Therefore, using naive
supervision leads to blurry results due to the averaging of
multiple plausible modes of the inpainted content.

In contrast, perceptual loss [20] evaluates a distance be-
tween features extracted from the predicted and the target
images by a base pre-trained network ϕ(·). It does not re-
quire an exact reconstruction, allowing for variations in the
reconstructed image. The focus of large-mask inpainting is
shifted towards understanding of global structure. There-
fore, we argue that it is important to use the base network
with a fast growth of a receptive field. We introduce the
high receptive field perceptual loss (HRF PL), that uses a
high receptive field base model ϕHRF(·):

LHRFPL(x, x̂) = M([ϕHRF(x)− ϕHRF(x̂)]
2), (1)

where [· − ·]2 is an element-wise operation, and M is the
sequential two-stage mean operation (interlayer mean of
intra-layer means). The ϕHRF(x) can be implemented using
Fourier or Dilated convolutions. The HRF perceptual loss
appears to be crucial for our large-mask inpainting system,
as demonstrated in the ablation study (Table 3).

Pretext problem A pretext problem on which the base
network for a perceptual loss was trained is important. For
example, using a segmentation model as a backbone for per-
ceptual loss may help to focus on high-level information,
e.g. objects and their parts. On the contrary, classification
models are known to focus more on textures [10], which
can introduce biases harmful for high-level information.
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2.2.2 Adversarial loss

We use adversarial loss to ensure that inpainting
model fθ(x

′) generates naturally looking local details.
We define a discriminator Dξ(·) that works on a local
patch-level [19], discriminating between “real” and “fake”
patches. Only patches that intersect with the masked area
get the “fake” label. Due to the supervised HRF perceptual
loss, the generator quickly learns to copy the known parts
of the input image, thus we label the known parts of gen-
erated images as “real”. Finally, we use the non-saturating
adversarial loss:

LD=−Ex

[
logDξ(x)

]
−Ex,m

[
logDξ(x̂)⊙m

]
−Ex,m

[
log (1−Dξ(x̂))⊙ (1−m)

] (2)

LG = −Ex,m

[
logDξ(x̂)

]
(3)

LAdv = sgθ(LD) + sgξ(LG) → min
θ,ξ

(4)

where x is a sample from a dataset, m is a synthetically
generated mask, x̂ = fθ(x

′) is the inpainting result for x′ =
stack(x⊙m,m), sgvar stops gradients w.r.t var, and LAdv

is the joint loss to optimise.

2.2.3 The final loss function

In the final loss we also use R1 = Ex||∇Dξ(x)||2 gradi-
ent penalty [31, 38, 7], and a discriminator-based percep-
tual loss or so-called feature matching loss—a perceptual
loss on the features of discriminator network LDiscPL [45].
LDiscPL is known to stabilize training, and in some cases
slightly improves the performance.

The final loss function for our inpainting system

Lfinal = κLAdv + αLHRFPL + βLDiscPL + γR1 (5)

is the weighted sum of the discussed losses, where LAdv and
LDiscPL are responsible for generation of naturally looking
local details, while LHRFPL is responsible for the supervised
signal and consistency of the global structure.

2.3. Generation of masks during training

The last component of our system is a mask generation
policy. Each training example x′ is a real photograph from
a training dataset superimposed by a synthetically gener-
ated mask. Similar to discriminative models where data-
augmentation has a high influence on the final performance,
we find that the policy of mask generation noticeably influ-
ences the performance of the inpainting system.

We thus opted for an aggressive large mask generation
strategy. This strategy uniformly uses samples from polyg-
onal chains dilated by a high random width (wide masks)
and rectangles of arbitrary aspect ratios (box masks). The
examples of our masks are demonstrated in Figure 3.

Narrow
masks

Large masks 
wide

ours with p=0.5

Large masks
box

ours with p=0.5

DeepFillv2
masks

Figure 3: The samples from different training masks gen-
eration policies. We argue that the way masks are gen-
erated greatly influences the final performance of the sys-
tem. Unlike the conventional practice, e.g. DeepFillv2,
we use a more aggressive large mask generation strategy
where masks come uniformly either from wide masks or box
masks strategies. The masks from large mask strategy have
large area and, more importantly, are wider (see supplemen-
tary material for histograms). Training with our strategy
helps a model to perform better on both wide and narrow
masks (Table 4). During preparation of the test datasets, we
avoid masks which cover more than 50% of an image.

We tested large mask training against narrow mask train-
ing for several methods, and found that training with large
mask strategy generally improves performance on both nar-
row and wide masks (Table 4). That suggests that increas-
ing diversity of the masks might be beneficial for various
inpainting systems. The sampling algorithm is provided in
supplementary material.

3. Experiments
In this section we demonstrate that the proposed tech-

nique outperforms a range of strong baselines on standard
low resolutions, and the difference is even more pronounced
when inpainting wider holes. Then we conduct the ablation
study, showing the importance of FFC, the high receptive
field perceptual loss, and large masks. The model, surpris-
ingly, can generalise to high, never seen resolutions, while
having significantly less parameters compared to most com-
petitive baselines.

Implementation details For LaMa inpainting network
we use a ResNet-like [14] architecture with 3 downsam-
pling blocks, 6-18 residual blocks, and 3 upsampling
blocks. In our model, the residual blocks use FFC. The fur-
ther details on the discriminator architecture are provided in
the supplementary material. We use Adam [23] optimizer,
with the fixed learning rates 0.001 and 0.0001 for inpaint-
ing and discriminator networks, respectively. All models
are trained for 1M iterations with a batch size of 30 unless
otherwise stated. In all experiments, we select hyperparam-
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#
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s
×
1
0
6

Places (512× 512) CelebA-HQ (256× 256)

Narrow masks Wide masks Segm. masks Narrow masks Wide masks

Method FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓
LaMa-Fourier (ours) 27▲ 0.63 0.090 2.21 0.135 5.35 0.058 7.26 0.085 6.96 0.098

CoModGAN [64] 109▲ 0.82▲30% 0.111▲23% 1.82▼18% 0.147▲9% 6.40▲20% 0.066▲14% 16.8▲131% 0.079▼7% 24.4▲250% 0.102▲4%

MADF [67] 85▲ 0.57▼10% 0.085▼5% 3.76▲70% 0.139▲3% 6.51▲22% 0.061▲5% — — — —
AOT GAN [60] 15▼ 0.79▲25% 0.091▲1% 5.94▲169% 0.149▲11% 7.34▲37% 0.063▲10% 6.67▼8% 0.081▼4% 10.3▲48% 0.118▲20%

GCPR [17] 30▲ 2.93▲363% 0.143▲59% 6.54▲196% 0.161▲19% 9.20▲72% 0.073▲27% — — — —
HiFill [54] 3▼ 9.24▲1361% 0.218▲142% 12.8▲479% 0.180▲34% 12.7▲137% 0.085▲49% — — — —
RegionWise [30] 47▲ 0.90▲42% 0.102▲14% 4.75▲115% 0.149▲11% 7.58▲42% 0.066▲14% 11.1▲53% 0.124▲46% 8.54▲23% 0.121▲23%

DeepFill v2 [57] 4▼ 1.06▲68% 0.104▲16% 5.20▲135% 0.155▲15% 9.17▲71% 0.068▲18% 12.5▲73% 0.130▲53% 11.2▲61% 0.126▲28%

EdgeConnect [32] 22▼ 1.33▲110% 0.111▲23% 8.37▲279% 0.160▲19% 9.44▲76% 0.073▲27% 9.61▲32% 0.099▲17% 9.02▲30% 0.120▲22%

RegionNorm [58] 12▼ 2.13▲236% 0.120▲33% 15.7▲613% 0.176▲31% 13.7▲156% 0.082▲42% — — — —

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of inpainting on Places and CelebA-HQ datasets. We report Learned perceptual image patch
similarity (LPIPS) and Fréchet inception distance (FID) metrics. The ▲ denotes deterioration, and ▼ denotes improvement
of a score compared to our LaMa-Fourier model (presented in the first row). The metrics are reported for different policies
of test masks generation, i.e. narrow, wide, and segmentation masks. LaMa-Fourier consistently outperforms a wide range
of the baselines. CoModGAN [64] and MADF [67] are the only two baselines that come close. However, both models are
much heavier than LaMa-Fourier and perform worse on average, showing that our method utilizes trainable parameters more
efficiently.

eters using the coordinate-wise beam-search strategy. That
scheme led to the weight values κ = 10, α = 30, β = 100,
γ = 0.001. We use these hyperparameters for the training
of all models, except those described in the loss ablation
study (shown in Sec. 3.2). In all cases, the hyperparameter
search is performed on a separate validation subset. More
information about dataset splits is provided in supplemen-
tary material.

Data and metrics We use Places [66] and CelebA-
HQ [21] datasets. We follow the established practice in
recent image2image literature and use Learned Perceptual
Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [63] and Fréchet inception
distance (FID) [15] metrics. Compared to pixel-level L1
and L2 distances, LPIPS and FID are more suitable for mea-
suring performance of large masks inpainting when mul-
tiple natural completions are plausible. The experimenta-
tion pipeline is implemented using PyTorch [33], PyTorch-
Lightning [9], and Hydra [49]. The code and the models are
publicly available at github.com/saic-mdal/lama.

3.1. Comparisons to the baselines

We compare the proposed approach with a number of
strong baselines that are presented in Table 1. Only publicly
available pretrained models are used to calculate these met-
rics. For each dataset, we validate the performance across
narrow, wide, and segmentation-based masks. LaMa-
Fourier consistently outperforms most of the baselines,
while having fewer parameters than the strongest competi-
tors. The only two competitive baselines CoModGAN [64]
and MADF [67] use ≈ 4× and ≈ 3× more parameters. The
difference is especially noticeable for wide masks.

User study To alleviate a possible bias of the selected

#
Pa

ra
m

s

#
B

lo
ck

s Narrow masks Wide masks

Model Convs FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓

Base Fourier 27 9 0.63 0.090 2.21 0.135

Base Dilated 46 9 0.66▲4% 0.089▼1% 2.30▲4% 0.136▲1%

Base Regular 46 9 0.60▼5% 0.089▼1% 3.51▲59% 0.139▲3%

Shallow Fourier 19 6 0.72▲13% 0.094▲4% 2.31▲5% 0.138▲2%

Deep Regular 74 15 0.63 0.090 2.62▲18% 0.137▲2%

Table 2: The table demonstrates performance of different
LaMa architectures while leaving the other components the
same. The ▲ denotes deterioration, and ▼ denotes im-
provement compared to the Base-Fourier model (presented
in the first row). The FFC-based models may sacrifice a
little performance on narrow masks, but significantly out-
perform bigger models with regular convolutions on wide
masks. Visually, the FFC-based models recover complex
visual structures significantly better, as shown in Figure 4.

metrics, we have conducted a crowdsourced user study. The
results of the user study correlate well with the quantitative
evaluation and demonstrate that the inpainting produced by
our method is more preferable and less detectable compared
to other methods. The protocol and the results of the user
study are provided in the supplementary material.

3.2. Ablation Study

The goal of the study is to carefully examine the influ-
ence of different components of the method. In this section,
we present results on Places dataset; the additional results
for CelebA dataset are available in supplementary material.

Receptive field of fθ(·) FFCs increase the effective re-
ceptive field of our system. Adding FFCs substantially im-
proves FID scores of inpainting in wide masks (Table 2).
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LaMa-Regular
45M

LaMa-Fourier
27M

CoModGAN [64]
109М
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Figure 4: The side-by-side comparison of various inpainting systems on 512×512 images. Repetitive structures, such as
windows and chain-link fences are known to be hard to inpaint. FFCs allow to generate these types of structures signifi-
cantly better. Interestingly, LaMa-Fourier performs the best even with fewer parameters across the comparison while serving
feasible inference time, i.e. LaMa-Fourier on average is only ∼ 20% slower than LaMa-Regular.

The importance of the receptive field is most noticeable
when a model is applied to a higher resolution than it was
trained on. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the model with
regular convolutions produces visible artifacts as the reso-
lution increases beyond those used at train time. The same
effect is validated quantitatively (Figure 6). FFCs also im-
prove generation of repetitive structures such as windows a
lot (Figure 4). Interestingly, the LaMa-Fourier is only 20%
slower, while 40% smaller than LaMa-Regular.

Dilated convolutions [55, 3] are an alternative option that
allows the fast growth of a receptive field. Similar to FFCs,
dilated convolutions boost the performance of our inpaint-
ing system. This further supports our hypothesis on the im-
portance of the fast growth of the effective receptive field
for image inpainting. However, dilated convolutions have
more restrictive receptive field and heavily rely on scale,
leading to inferior generalization to higher resolutions (Fig-
ure 6). Dilated convolutions are widely implemented in
most frameworks and may serve as a practical replacement
for Fourier ones when the resources are limited, e.g. on mo-
bile devices. We provide more details on the LaMa-Dilated
architecture in the supplementary material.

Loss We verify that the high receptive field of the
perceptual loss—implemented with Dilated convolutions—
indeed improves the quality of inpainting (Table 3). The
pretext problem and the design choice beyond using dila-
tion layers also prove to be important. For each loss variant,
we performed a weight coefficient search to ensure a fair
evaluation.

Masks generation Wider training masks improve in-
painting of both wide and narrow holes for LaMa (ours)
and RegionWise [30] (Table 4). However, wider masks
may make results worse, which is the case for DeepFill

Pretext
Problem

Segmentation masks

Model Dilation FID ↓ LPIPS ↓
LHRFPL RN50 Segm. + 5.69 0.059

RN50 Clf. + 5.87▲3% 0.059
LClfPL RN50 Clf. - 6.00▲5% 0.061▲3%

VGG19 Clf. - 6.29▲11% 0.063▲6%

��LPL - - - 6.46▲13% 0.065▲9%

Table 3: Comparison of LaMa-Regular trained with differ-
ent perceptual losses. The ▲ denotes deterioration, and ▼
denotes improvement of a score compared to the model
trained with HRF perceptual loss based on segmentation
ResNet50 with dilated convolutions (presented in the first
row). Both dilated convolutions and pretext problem im-
proved the scores.

v2 [57] and EdgeConnect [32] on narrow masks. We hy-
pothesize that this difference is caused by specific design
choices (e.g. high receptive field of a generator or loss func-
tions) that make a method more or less suitable for inpaint-
ing of both narrow and wide masks at the same time.

3.3. Generalization to higher resolution

Training directly at high-resolution is slow and compu-
tationally expensive. Still, most real-world image editing
scenarios require inpainting to work in high-resolution. So,
we evaluate our models, which were trained using 256×256
crops from 512 × 512 images, on much larger images. We
apply models in a fully-convolutional fashion, i.e. an image
is processed in a single pass, not patch-wise.

FFC-based models transfer to higher resolutions signifi-
cantly better (Figure 6). We hypothesize that FFCs are more
robust across different scales due to i) image-wide receptive
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Figure 5: Transfer of inpainting models to a higher resolution. All LaMa models were trained using 256 × 256 crops
from 512 × 512, and MADF [67] was trained on 512 × 512 directly. As the resolution increases, the models with regular
convolutions swiftly start to produce critical artifacts, while FFC-based models continue to generate semantically consistent
image with fine details. More negative and positive examples of our 51M model can be found at bit.ly/3k0gaIK.

Narrow masks Wide masks
Method FID ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ LPIPS ↓

Tr
ai

ni
ng

m
as

ks
N

ar
ro

w

LaMa-Regular 0.68 0.091 5.41 0.144
DeepFill v2 1.06 0.104 5.20 0.155
EdgeConnect 1.33 0.111 8.37 0.160
RegionWise 0.90 0.102 4.75 0.149

W
id

e

LaMa-Regular 0.60▼12% 0.089▼2% 3.51▼54% 0.139▼4%

DeepFill v2 1.35▲21% 0.107▲3% 4.34▼20% 0.148▼4%

EdgeConnect 2.78▲52% 0.141▲27% 7.94▼5% 0.160
RegionWise 0.74▼21% 0.095▼7% 3.56▼33% 0.144▼3%

Table 4: The table shows performance metrics for the train-
ing of different inpainting methods with either narrow or
wide masks. The ▲ denotes deterioration, and ▼ denotes
improvement of a score induced by wide-mask training for
the corresponding method. LaMa and RegionWise inpaint-
ing clearly benefit from training with wide masks. This is
an empirical evidence that the aggressive mask generation
may be beneficial for other inpainting systems.

field, ii) preserving the low-frequencies of the spectrum af-
ter scale change, iii) the inherent scale equivariance of 1×1
convolutions in the frequency domain. While all models
generalize reasonably well to the 512×512 resolution, the
FFC-enabled models preserve much more quality and con-
sistency at the 1536×1536 resolution, compared to all other
models (Figure 5). It is worth noting, that they achieve this
quality at a significantly lower parameter cost than the com-
petitive baselines.

3.4. Teaser model: Big LaMa

To verify the scalability and applicability of our ap-
proach to real high-resolution images, we trained a large
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Figure 6: The FFC-based inpainting models can transfer
to higher resolutions—that are never seen in training—with
significantly smaller quality degradation. All LaMa mod-
els are trained in 256 × 256 resolution. ∗The Big LaMa-
Fourier—our best model—is provided for reference as it
was trained in different conditions (Sec. 3.4).

inpainting Big LaMa model with more resources.

Big LaMa-Fourier differs from LaMa-Fourier in three
aspects: the depth of the generator; the training dataset;
and the size of the batch. It has 18 residual blocks, all
based on FFC, resulting in 51M parameters. The model was
trained on a subset of 4.5M images from Places-Challenge
dataset [66]. Just as our standard base model, the Big LaMa
was trained only on low-resolution 256 × 256 crops of ap-
proximately 512 × 512 images. Big LaMa uses a larger
batch size of 120 (instead of 30 for our other models). Al-
though we consider this model relatively large, it is still
smaller than some of the baselines. It was trained on eight
NVidia V100 GPUs for approximately 240 hours. The in-
painting examples of Big LaMa model are presented in Fig-
ures 1 and 5.
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4. Related Work
Early data-driven approaches to image inpainting relied

on patch-based [5] and nearest neighbor-based [13] gener-
ation. One of the first inpainting works in deep learning
era [34] used a convnet with an encoder-decoder architec-
ture trained in an adversarial way [11]. This approach re-
mains commonly used for deep inpainting to date. Another
popular group of choices for the completion network is ar-
chitectures based on U-Net [37], such as [26, 50, 59, 27].

One common concern is the ability of the network to
grasp the local and global context. Towards this end, [18]
proposed to incorporate dilated convolutions [55] to ex-
pand receptive field; besides, two discriminators were sup-
posed to encourage global and local consistency separately.
In [46], the use of branches in the completion network
with varying receptive fields was suggested. To borrow
information from spatially distant patches, [56] proposed
the contextual attention layer. Alternative attention mech-
anisms were suggested in [28, 47, 65]. Our study con-
firms the importance of the efficient propagation of infor-
mation between distant locations. One variant of our ap-
proach relies heavily on dilated convolutional blocks, in-
spired by [41]. As an even better alternative, we propose a
mechanism based on transformations in the frequency do-
main (FFC) [4]. This also aligns with a recent trend on
using Transformers in computer vision [6, 8] and treating
Fourier transform as a lightweight replacement to the self-
attention [24, 35].

At a more global level, [56] introduced a coarse-to-fine
framework that involves two networks. In their approach,
the first network completes coarse global structure in the
holes, while the second network then uses it as a guidance
to refine local details. Such two-stage approaches that fol-
low a relatively old idea of structure-texture decomposi-
tion [1] became prevalent in the subsequent works. Some
studies [40, 42] modify the framework so that coarse and
fine result components are obtained simultaneously rather
than sequentially. Several works suggest two-stage methods
that use completion of other structure types as an intermedi-
ate step: salient edges in [32], semantic segmentation maps
in [44], foreground object contours in [48], gradient maps
in [52], and edge-preserved smooth images in [36]. Another
trend is progressive approaches [62, 12, 25, 61]. In con-
trast to all these works, we demonstrate that a meticulously
designed single-stage approach can achieve very strong re-
sults.

To deal with irregular masks, several works modified
convolutional layers, introducing partial [26], gated [57],
light-weight gated [54] and region-wise [30] convolutions.
Various shapes of training masks were explored, including
random [18], free-form [57] and object-shaped masks [54,
61]. We found that as long as contours of training masks are
diverse enough, the exact way of mask generation is not as

important as the width of the masks.
Many losses were proposed to train inpainting networks.

Typically, pixel-wise (e.g. ℓ1, ℓ2) and adversarial losses are
used. Some approaches apply spatially discounted weight-
ing strategies for a pixel-wise loss [34, 53, 56]. Simple con-
volutional discriminators [34, 52] or PatchGAN discrimi-
nators [18, 59, 36, 28] were used to implement adversar-
ial losses. Other popular choices are Wasserstein adversar-
ial losses with gradient-penalized discriminators [56, 54]
and spectral-normalized discriminators [32, 57, 27, 61].
Following previous works [31, 22], we use an r1-gradient
penalized patch discriminator in our system. A percep-
tual loss is also commonly applied, usually with VGG-
16 [26, 47, 25, 27] or VGG-19 [51, 43, 32, 52] back-
bones pretrained on ImageNet classification [39]. In con-
trast to those works, we have found that such perceptual
losses are suboptimal for image inpainting and proposed
a better alternative. Inpainting frameworks often incor-
porate style [26, 30, 30, 47, 32, 25] and feature match-
ing [51, 44, 32, 16] losses. The latter is also employed in
our system.

5. Discussion
In this study, we have investigated the use of a simple,

single-stage approach for large-mask inpainting. We have
shown that such an approach is very competitive and can
push the state of the art in image inpainting, given the ap-
propriate choices of the architecture, the loss function, and
the mask generation strategy. The proposed method is ar-
guably good in generating repetitive visual structures (Fig-
ure 1, 4), which appears to be an issue for many inpainting
methods. However, LaMa usually struggles when a strong
perspective distortion gets involved (see supplementary ma-
terial). We would like to note that this is usually the case for
complex images from the Internet, that do not belong to a
dataset. It remains a question whether FFCs can account for
these deformations of periodic signals. Interestingly, FFCs
allow the method to generalize to never seen high resolu-
tions, and be more parameter-efficient compared to state-
of-the-art baselines. The Fourier or Dilated convolutions
are not the only options to receive a high receptive field.
For instance, a high receptive field can be obtained with vi-
sion transformer [6] that is also an exciting topic for future
research. We believe that models with a large receptive field
will open new opportunities for the development of efficient
high-resolution computer vision models.
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